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Oil the Air: WWSU wins long fought battle
BY CAM. SCHMIDT
Guardian Staff Writer

A push of the "on air" button by President Robert Kegerreis.
WWSU mates its debv [Guardian photo by Robert Paulson]

"Good afternoon! This is
Stephen Kidd and it's presently
2:19. You are on the verge of
partaking of the first edition of
the Stephen Kidd experience."
With these words, live broadcasting started at WWSU. the campus radio station, moments after
Wright State University President Robert Kegerreis pressed
Ihe button lying the WWSU
studio to its transmitter for the
first lime.
Prior lo the big momeni of
actually going on the air for the
first time, station personnel held
a brief ceremony in room 045 of
the University Center. Dick
Mori. WWSU General Manager
introduced the speakers: Larry
Dyer, faculty advisor and director
of telecommunicstions: Jo Ervin,
faculty advisor and assistant
dean of students: Dr Andrew
Spiegel. executive vice-president
rnd Kegerreis.
associated
with
campus radio statior.
WWSU was both excited and
reUeved^sincejTslerday^s^oii^

on the air was the result of over a
year and a half of effort by the
station to get an FCC license to
broadcast.
The station is currently operating under program test authority,
with a permanent FCC license
pending, according to WWSU
Operations Manager Alan Hill.
Following the actual ceremony,
refreshments were served in
room 045 of the University Center. O Edward Pollock, acting
dean of students sent a large
cake
with
"Congratulations
WWSU from the Dean of Student!," written on top.
WWSU operates on a federally
assigned frequency of 88.5 Mhz
with an authorized power of
10.000 mw using a gales 3FEI0C
Transmitter. The transmitter '•
located in the penthouse of the
library, and ihe antenna is located atop the microwave tower.
Preliminary reports indicate a
service area of approximately !5
mile radius. For station hours
and programming, see WWSU
programming guide in this paper. WWSU welcomes your comjnenls^and^grogram^suggrtkm
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Offices in lounge bring varied student reactions
BYDAVCTKim
Goardlaa Staff Writer
Mixed emotions and
reactions were on the agenda
yesterday as students and workers found most of their resting
; absorbed by the temporary
of the Office of Adi in the Allyn hall lounge,
reacted negatively to
the new wall, that stretches the
of the lounge, believing
room for
Cheryl Hughes said she was
mad. bui not violently. "It really
gc:> crowded in here sometimes.
I come in half the time and can't

„» somefind spaces. It's typical of
thing they (WSU) would do."
"It makes me mad-it irritates
me." said Mike DiSalvc. "I think
they should have found some
other place to put it. like the
Crock Pot."
Bill Stout said be spends four
or Five hours a day in the loungt.
"If ihey used their brains they'd
find another way of doing it."
Monica King said she doesn't
like the wall either. "I feel l i e
I'm closed in and I don't like it. I
hope it doesn't stay that way too
long."
King commented that she was
concerned ab<.ut the money used
in putting up the wall, and asked

ii,crcdulc.lv.
-And they're
thev're wortiicrcdulomty. "And
ried about the budget?"
Not all students felt a strain on
their lounging space. Stephen
Pronai said. "I figure if they
(students) want to sit. they can
go somewhere to find mot*
room." But Pronai did say. " !
think it's very pretty." referring
to the wall.
ARA worke.s were reluctant to
comment on the business generated this morning by the lack of
people frequenting the lounge.
"Business is fine." was the only
comment by one of the ARA
members.
Tom Ryan, assistant manager
of the Crock Pot and the Allyn

Caucus votes support for lobby
class action suit, would involve
only Ohio University.
"We think it is a good idea
Student Caucus unanimously that we support it." said Lynch.
agreed Friday to allot. $50 to the The bills that would be lobbied
Ohio Student Association as " a for are "ones that would be
vote of support" for a lobbying good, but always get killed."
Caucus noted that Ihey would
organization, despite opposition
from the Dean of Students office. have an amount of money as
Liberal Arts Representative surplus by the end of this year.
Jayne Lynch stated that the "We have some surplus here."
Association's attempt to form a noted Caucus Chairer Ed Silver,
lobbying organization could lead "but our banquet couid cost
to a court case, con truing an upwards of $600." Lynch tdded
Attorney General's ruling that that Caucus should spend the
money lest Caucus be alloted
"we can't use state
less next year.
lobby."
Dean
"We could !ielp WWSU...
The $50. "which
UCB....or ICC...with the monof Students' offkv ha
to stop." would serve primarily ey." said I vnch.
Silver remarked that while he
to show that "if we had the right
would hope for "a
"I $2000 budget
increase...due to the increased
I this?"
"We (WSU) will not have to be number of ° representatives and
in any lawsuit in any form." said increased salaries." he had been
Lynch. Lynch further noted that told by Dean of Students O
the lawsuit, which would not be a Edward Pollock that there would
BY BON WUKESON
Guardiaa Staff Writer

be a budget decrease.
Caucus unanimously voted
Mike Morris and Tom Bruns to
the newly created Parking Committee.
Caucus noted the less-thanstupendous results of their first
alternative bookstore. "It was
our fault organizationally." observed Lynch. Graduate Representative Mike Morris felt -.hat
e attention of
Lynch sugother organleg UCB. ICC. et cetera)
could help "babysit books."
Changes in the student body
constitution. Caucus noted, will
be voted upon in the May
elections. The new constitution,
which will be on the ballot the
fifth week of spring quarter,
requires two thirds of ten percent
of the student population in the
affirmative to be passed.

halt
had lounge.
loun«>. u M he beUeved
there would be an effect on
business because of the wall. "It
will be hard to see how it will
effect it. but sure. I do think it
will have some effect," he said.
"I was a litile surprised at how
much space was taken." Ryan
commented, "but I'm going to

be relaxed
related at the moment awl
see how it comes."
Ryan believed another place
could have been used for the
office. "As an individual. I do...
but I know it wasn't a hasty
decision."
He
remarked.
"They've been working on it
since the first of last quarter."

Academic Council to grow
BY DAVE YETTER
AND BON WUKESON
Guard laa Staff Writer*
Council voted yesterday to raise the number of
representatives from
> eight and repealed a
that would call for the
of the Student Caucus
rom the Council.
The original proposal stated
lhat only a representative of a
"mutually exclusive constituency" could be voted, by Student
Caucus, to serve as a student
representative on thr AcademicCouncil.
Caucus chairer, who is considered a representative at large,
would therefore be ineligable for
appointment to the Council.
After a lengthy discussion, the
Council agreed that the chairer
should retain his chair. Student

Affairs committee Chairer Jim
Sayer said. "The Student Affairs
committee believes the chairer
(of Caucus) is the one person to
represent the student body."
Another amendment allows the
number of student seats on the
Council to rise from seven to
eight, including a new student
chair for the representative of the
School of Medicine. The other
seats will belong to the representative of the Western Ohio
Branch of WSU. and to "Six
representati rcs of the
body as selected by the
Caucus from the mutually
sive constituencies." according
to the amendment.
Nelda Martinez, representative
to the School of Nursing and
Mike Lewis, representative to the
College of Education, were apto the steering commit-

ittelde:

Wright Stale University's HMU: service offers free screening
tests, page 2
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Screening tests to be available at health center
BY SUSAN CALI.AN
Guardian Sta/T Writer
The Student Health service has
instituted a "health hazard appraisal" program which will

make certain screening tests availnble at no charge to Wright
State students, faculty, and staff.
Dt John Gillen. MD, director
of the Student Health service,
said the purpose of the program

campus ipppentnp
tutsday. aprtl 5
baptist student union bible study--! I em. creative arts balcony,
taught by mil e tutterow.
liberal arts /*crure--12:45 pm. 339 millett. topic: "big power: small
nation." speaker-professor shaheen dil, mt holyoke college.
Wednesday, april 6
baptist student union bible study-12 pm. creative arts balcony,
taught by tim johnson.
baptist student union bible study--1 pm. creative arts balcony,
topic: "prayer and praise."
baptist student union bible study-2
taught by greg davis.

pm. creative arts balcony,

thursday. april 7
liberal arts lecture series-l2:AS pm. 173 millett. speakcr-dr clark
muenzer. harvard university, topic: "virginity and the genesis of
classical drama: lessing. goethe and schiller."
baptist student union bible study--i2:4S pm. creative arts balcony,
taught by carol young.
spanish club meeting-2:30 pm. 045 university center, dr emilie
cannon will present slides of puerto rico.
friday. april 8
I baptist student union bible study -11 am, creative arts balcony,
taught by ed Williams.

Progressive Child Care
•

Ages 2 - 6

•

Monday-Friday 7 - 5 : 3 0
S22/Week

•

is "to identify people who arc
principle -targets for diseases"
early in their lives. Although the
tests are available to anyone at
WSU, the program is aimed at
"the younger age group." according to Dr Gillen.
The screening procedure includes tests Sor sugar diabetes,
visual acuity, blood pressure,
sickle ccl! and red blood cell
diseases, blood cholestorol. and
strep threat. This series of test
would cost a minimum of $50 if
done privately. Gillen said.
He stated that the Hc.'lth

service is "not attempting to
diagnose diseases." and said
that if tost results indicate a need
for treatment or further testing,
the person would be referred on.
probably to His family physician.
The basic sequence of tests is
free. Other tests (for venereal
disease, cancer, et cetera) may
be indicated, and can be done for
the cost of the lab work. Such
tests can be omitted at the
patient's option.
"Cost-wise, it's essentially
free to everyone," Gillen said.
"Certain procedures we have to

WSU comencement at UD arena
BY KATHER1NE GASPER
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State University's 1977
commencement exercise will be
held Saturday. June II at 10 am
in the University of Dayton
Arena.
Originally the commencement
exercise was to be held June 19.
However, the date was altered
due to the fact that the commencement
committee
approached the Academic Council
and requested the change.
.Tic availability of the aiena
also influenced the council'" decision. for it is one of the few
buildings in the area large enough to accomodate the WSU
commencement exercises. The
change was advantageous, according to Francis L Gocggel.
student-commcncement commitlee coordinator. "The music department and many student?
couldn't have attended because
many had jobs and other engagements. Also the date was too far
away front the last day of
school."
The Academic Council did reject the proposal of early grading
for graduates. All students will
receive grades one week after
finals. Border-line students will

Council. However, they may still
attend graduation.
An estimated 2.000 students
will participate in the commencement ceremony. There will be no
limitation on the number of
friends and relatives that a graduate may invite.
"The class size is the same as
the last two years," commented
Gocggel. "But we expect more
friends and relatives this year
because the commencement is in
the morning rather than the
afternoon. It's beastly hot in the
afternoon." he said.
"It has been proposed tht instead of holding only one commencement cxercise that WSU
hold four ur iduations p-r year,"
rc i.ntcd Gocggel. "This would
keep the ccremony on campus.
Also when people finish they
don't like coming back six
months later."
"7~he valedictorian and salutatorian shou'd be known by
April 15." remarked Gocggel.
"We eliminated the recpction
last year. The previous two were
Hops. We were limited to using
food from the UD arena staff.
Plus we weren't able to use our
own staff."
"Mostly our commencements
are formal and conservative. 1
think students are proud they've

18th Century He-enactment

Qualified Instructors

Playmate Nursery School & Kindergarten
139 S. Hedges Street, Dayton
toff E. Third Street by Smlth\llle|

252-6985

charge for because we don't have
funding."
Gillen noted that this will be a
long-term study, and that he
hopes to collect data which will
allow a follow-up to be done in
future years.
"Long-term
studies really
need to be done in this field." he
said.
A sign-up list is available in
the Health service office. 067
Allyn hall, for those interested in
participating in the program.

attained the status of attaining
their degrees. For the past three
or four years we haven't had any
rowdyism. Today, students arc
more conservative and interested
in education. In the past, we had
to contend with the radicals."
stated Gocggcl.
This year caps and gowns will
be distributed on a rental basis.
The price for caps and gowns
are: as follows, bachelors' $6.
masters' $6.25 plus $6.25 for
hood, doctors' $7.50 plus $7.50
for hood.
Students must order, reserve,
and pay for their caps and gowns
before April 9. Checks should be
payable to the bookstore. Also
students may pick up their caps
and gowns in room 048 of the
University center of the bookstore June 6-10.
The WSU bookstore will be
selling
commencement
announcements beginning April 1.
A package of !0 may be purchased for $3.50 or 40 cents
cach.
Personalized name cards will
be sold until April 9. A box of
100 cards sells for $5.50. An
advance payment is required.
Thank you cards may also be
purchased at the bookstore.

H

4th Pennsylvania Battery defends WSU
BY JEFF LACON
Guardian Staff Writer
The Fourth Pennsylvania Bat
tcry was dispatched last weekend

to defend the field adjacent to
Wright State's K-lot from attacking Red Coats.
The Northwest Territory Alliancc School of the Soldier pre

CHILDREN'S
BOOKS
SALE
OVER 50% OFF
Ideal Gifts

Some Library Editions

I WSU BOOKSTORE

'til April 19th

scnted a reenactment of 18th
ccntury soldiers' life to a small
crowd March 26 and 27. It was
the first of a monthly statewide
series extending until October. ,
The two day event was highlighted with marching and drills
on Saturday and the main event,
an hour long mock battle using
18th century weapons and tactics
on Sunday.
Over 150 men. moat of whom
are WSU students, participated
in the battle.
Using black powder shot and
Kentucky muskets, the Fourth
Pennsylvania Battery was successful in beating the King's
men as the audience applauded
each falling Red Coat.
Ray Johnson, who heads the
F!WTA. said "We try to be 100
percent accurate in our description of the Revolutionary War
period. Everything from battle
plans to uniform material are
straight from history."
Frank Racz, another participant. said "The general attitude
can be compared to a Boy Scoet
campout." Racz added, "Everybody seemed to be having a good
time."

Plaza honors past trustees
materials are being donated bv
contractors with no cost to
Wright State. "When the contractors build a building for us.
they get paid a lot. It's their way
of donating back to the university
their services."said O'Brien.
Also contained within the
plaza will be plaques commemorating past trustees of WSU
(which explains the
name
Trustees Plaza).
O'Brien said she did not know
who came up with the idea of the
plaza."It originally was an idea
to sit and study or whatever."
All tile labor and construction

BY SUSAN OPT
G « u d ! u S u f i Writer
A plaza honoring Wright State
trustees of the past is being built
at no cost to the University.
The new structure, being constructed between Oelman hall
and Allvn hall will contain
benches, trees and a fountain.
enclosed by low brick walls.
described Pat O'Brien, director
of community and university events.
"It's really just to beautify the
campus."she explained. "It's a
piace where students will be able

K-lot becomes
construction site
BV CAM. SCHMIDT
Gu.irdlan Staff Writer
Those students using K-lot
may be noticing some new construction in that area before long.
Contracts totaling approximately
SI million are now in the office
of Ohio state Attorney General
William .1 Brown (D).
The signing of these coiSfacts
will release funds to pay for the
construction of two major campus
complexes, the Student Services
center and a motor pool'water
treatmcnt'ha/ardous
chemical
storage complex.
Robert Marlow, director of
campus planning and construction. and Robert Conlcy. vicepresident and director of planning and development, have confirmed thai ihe arrhitcct of these
projects is Lorenz. Williams and
Partners, with Hcapy and Associates handling the mechanical,
electrical, heating, plumbing, air
conditioning and water treatment plant.
The hazardous chc-mical storage building will be locatcd at
least 75 feet from the motor-

1

7
I
*

There

pool/water treatment building.
The storage building will also
contain a laboratory, and is to be
equiped with all legally prescribed safety equipment.
The chemical storage building
is to bs surround-"' bv separate
tence within the leneeo motorpool parking lot area.
At present, the motor- pool
building is to be equipped with
an underground exhaust extraction mechanism, for safety.
C.)sts for the office wing is
approximately M9I.000 and for
the
motor-pool
complex.
$909,000. according to Marlow .
The new buildings are to be
built of concrete block, which is
currently cheaper than steel
buildings. Conley said.

to honot Oelman and the trustees. Once an idea starts, it just
kind of blossoms and it's hard to
say who came up with it."
O'Brien said she was told bv
the contractors it would be completed sometime in April but she
thinks May will be more the
date.
She added that contrary to
what some students have heard,
t'ne fountain will not contain a
nude statue, in fact, there will h«no statue in the fountain at all.
she pointed out.

Wedding bells rang for the first time on the Wright State
campus March 19 when WSU students Regina Marie Pritchard and
Gerald L Thompson exchanged vows on Achilles Hi!!.
Fourteen guests made their way up to Achilles Hill for the
ceremony despite cold and windy weather. Services were
conducted by the Reverend A Lee Owens, also a WSU student.
The double ring ceremony was performed in a traditional
manner by Reverend Owens. The bride and groom wrote their own
vows.
A reception was held at the Swank apartments in Fairborn after
the wedding.
"We felt that having the wedding at Wright State was
appropriate because we had both spent so much time at the
University." Reginal Thompson said.
Gerald Thompson is a political science major at WSU. His bride
is an accounting major and is currently employed at the
Mathematics Testing center in Fawcett hall.

Satisfy your
Ice Cream Urge
and Splurge at...
,65%

Construction work is also n.raring completion on the project to
join all fire hydrants to the
campus full loop water supply
system. Marlow said. The construction was undertaken to correct defective water pressure in
some of the hydrants. The system will now comply with legal
stindards.
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dptrngn
Spaced out
,4s though the "standing room only" situation between classes
isn 't had enough, another problem is soon So be added. A section
of the Allyn hall hung.- and the Millett hall lounge are going to
temporarily be out of commission between April and July.
While the quad is under construction the Millett hall lounge is
going to serv ice as temporary Dean of Students office, while a
pinion of the Allyn hall lounge is to serve as the Admissions
office.
The space situation in these two areas is already extremity out
of hand. If one goes into either of the lounges, especially between
I! am and 2 pm. the hustle and bustle is unbearable. Wc see il as
a challenge now to find a seat. Even the thought of less space is
horrifying.
The Dean of Students. 0 Edward Pollock, say. ne
concerned
where the students are to go. We suppose we could all venture
outdoors. Some students already do. In fact, on warm dins the
spaces in the quad are almost as full as the lounges. But alas, just
think fellow students. April is arriving, and with it the rain.
Ot course this situation could create more on campus jobs
Students could be hired to construct a large tent over the quad
area, and of course after April someone will have to remove it.
Students may be needed to run the Rent and Umbrella stand.
Maybe even students with water phobias will overcome them.
While we appreciate the construction problems facing the
administration. we feel that more consideration could be given to
dislocated students. For example, posting of vacant classroom
hours, to be used as lounging areas, could be made available to
students. As anyone who attends Wright Slate University knows,
there are always vacant classrooms.
We could also take ex Ira classes during our current break times.
Which is better, work or rain?

Callan's Commentary

Lullaby and Goodnight

Some day. an enterprising biochemistry ma»'t is going to find a
»av to concentrate ten hours of
sleep into a tiny time capsule,
and make a fortune selling the
pills to his fellow students.
Wot 'hat the pharmaceutical
houses of America have ignored
the problem of sleeplessness.
Ny-tol and other remedies for
insomniacs have been available
for years.
Unfortunately, these medications were developed under the
premise that people couldn't
sleep because they were tense,
worried, or didn't live in the
coufctry.
That may be true for rich
We commend the Student Health ser.ice for instituting its
dowagers and nervous retirees,
"health hazard survey." and encourage Wright Staters to
but anyone who has ever taken
participate in this program.
more than two hours at a state
This series of tests, designed to detect medical problems before
university knows that the reason
they become loo serious to treat, would he an expensive venture if
students don't sleep is that they
undertaken elsewhere.
don't have time.
What the Health service is offering is a sort of "health-o-rama "
Students have no trouble getavailable on an individual appointment basis. No long lines! No
ting to sleep, no matter how
embarassing questions asked in a crowded waiting room.'
pressing their problems are. In
Students are seldom able to find good health care at a price they
fact, students tend to fall asleep
can afford. When this sort of program is offered for free, they
at
particularly
inappropriate
should lake advantage of it.
times: in the middle of exams;
behind the wheel of a car; while
The Wright State Guardian is published on Tuesdays and
trying to convince a nasty profesThursdays during the academic year under the authority of the
sor to change an F to an
Student Media committer of Wright State University.
Incomplete.
Opinions expressed in cartoons and edit'-rial columns do not
Professors encourage student
necessarily reflect the opinions of the WS'J administration, faculty,
sleeplessness. They first became
or staff.
aware of this phenomena when
News shorts, campus happenings tetters to the editor, classified
they realized that the inert bodads. and news tips can be submitted to the Guardian office. 046
ies in their lecture hails were not
University Center.
hired sit-ins. but actual students
Wright State University. Dayton. Ohio 45431 873-2505
registered for their courses.
It didn't tak; long fot the
Designed by Black Lemon Productions.
really intelligent faculty memlinda vreeland
bers to rccognizc the advantages
advertising manager,
spring white
of having a sleeping student
business lanager
judy
Williamson
body. They discovered that
secretary
jimmy greene
sleeping students didn't ask emartist
phillip
frederick
barassing questions during lecphotographer'
tures, make complaints lo tenure
paid gardiner. rohert marcum. robert paulson
committees, or rock the boat in
•.taji
david a yetter. wUHam Cleveland,
general.
rohert collier, lawrence cooper, ken dunbar. charts dvmond.
Consequently, professors concduardo gan ia. dennis geehan. tim johnson, barbara land, rohert
spired to keep students asleep as
marcum leleia mccabe susan opt. ramonja rawls. rick scarf], less
much as possible. They were
st hroerluke. sharon twarek. richard vorpe ron wukeson
aided by administrators who felt
reader
""">' h,ock
that sleeping students would not
typesetters
dee jones. pain melmkojf
riot, bum registration cards, or
advn ir
rohert pruetI
,
hravercreek news
otherwise threaten the security of

an administrative position.
Working together, faculty and
administrators devised a plan to
keep students asleep as much as
p issible. This involved great
internal coordination as far as
scheduling exams on the same
days and giving students an
average of 3.4 days to write 20
page term papers.

Health: good enterprise

Sleeper Conspirators, as these
villainous faculty and administrators have come to be known,
spread vicious tumors that students graduating without a minimum of five extra-curricular
activities and a flaming social life
to put on their resemes would
never Rod jobs.
This plot is responsible for the
fact that the modern college
student's schedule makes no
allowance for sleep. Classes,
work, clubs, parties, and midnight bull-sessions on the fate of
the universe consume more than
the alloted 24 hours in a day.
This explains why so many students cut classes.
It is time for the student to
fight back. Let's beat these
conspirators at their own game!
There is an interim solution to
lack of sleep foi studer.ts. until
the miracle of science provides
us with the final word in the form
of an orange-flavored tablet:
somnambulism.
Somnambulism
(otherwise
known as sleepwalking, sombieism. or "boy. is she spaced out
today") is a student survival

technique few people learn in
high school.
High school students learn to
eat and do other things at the
same time, but only the really
advanced lear.i how to sleep and
do other things at the same time.
Few college students really
perfect their somnambulatory
ability until junior year. They
spend much time and energy
frantically hiding alarm docks
around their bedrooms so that
they will get up for that 8 am
jogging class, only to be overcome by guilt when they wake up
in time to eaten the evening
news. In desperation, they enlist
the aid of friends and roommates
to get them up in time for !un +
This seldom works, as the
friends and roommates are students too, and just as prone to
the Sleeper Syndrome.
Only after years of guilt feelings about playing spades or
euchre until three in the morning
does a student adapt to his
surroundings and learn to somnambulatc.
A neophyte somnambulist is
able to sleep in check-cashing
lines, classes, ana the Rathskellar while appearing to be awake.
Advanced students of the art arc
able to somnambulate while discussing courses with their advisors. buying books for the quarter. or running Student Caucus.
A hard-core student could
sleep through an active game of
frisbee in ths quad, and a
professional student (like myself)
could easily sharpen pencils with
a pocket knife, determine the
amount of pretzels needed for
the office party, defend a graduate thesis and sleep-all at
same time.
I encourage all WSU upperclassmen. graduate students,
and professional course-takers to
take younger students undei
their wings and teach them the
gentle art of somnambulism. The
future of the academic world may |
depend on it.
PS: This column was written]
while I was asleep.
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Public television channels 16&14 $65,000 short
BY ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Featurv Writer

WPTD/WPTO. channels 16
14. are in a difficult predicament.
The stations, which achieved
record-high ratings in February's
Nielsen survey, are also projecting a deficit of $65,000 for the
current fiscal vear ending June
30. 1977.
Clair Tettemer, general manager of channels 16 and 14. said
that. "The situation is critical.
As our Festival 77 viewers know.
lb percent of our operations budget must come from the community. This was a reasonable
expectation a year ago when the
1977 budget was approved. Since
that time, however, a number of
conditions have made that goal
unattainable."
Among those conditions was
the recent harsh winter, which,
according to Tettemer, "caused
an increase in our operating
expenses and. at the same time,
contributed to a decrease in the
number and level of membership

contributions."
While the publicized goal of
Festival 77 was $200,000, or a
membership increase of around
10,000. expectations by some
staff members hovered around
half that amount. The actual results were 2429 new memberships totalling $51,176, and lt.79
renewals totalling $33,789.
Other circumstances contributing io the deficit include the fart
that for thre? months She stations
wcte without a development director. which set bark plans to
obtain local program underwriting for six months.
In addition, the federal fiscal
year was changed, and now ends
Spetember 30 rather than June
30. This means that WPTD/
WPTO cannot expert to receive
their community service grant
(their share of federal funds)
until December 1977, three
months later than planned. The
stations must cover the slack
themselves. Since they operate
on a cash-flow basis, this could
extend the crisis period to the

end oi the year.
Several courses of action have
been proposed. One is to run the
stations at peak service until the
money runs out about June 1.
Others include various combinations of service cutbacks and
emergency fundraising efforts.
The final plan, which went into
cffect April i . is one of these
combinations.
To reduce operational expense,
the stations have adopted a
three-part Phase One emergency
plan: 1. broadcast hours will be
reduced by signing off at II pm
weekdays and not signing on
until 4 pm Saturdays and Sundays. 2. no new programs will be
purchased, and 3. all department, will reduce spending to
bare maintenance levels.
To raise money to cover the
deficit, a number of "deveolpmcnt activities" are being initiated. according to Judith M
Baker, director of public information for channels 16 and 14.
"right now we are instituting a
number of long-range funding

campaigns. We've started a callout campaign to lapsed members...just to tell them the seriousness of the situation, and to
remind ihem that their membership has lapsed...this will be an
ongoing thing.
"We are looking for corporate
memberships, which is a whole
new area...and are developing a
system for attracting and handling (them).
"We are also launching an
underwriting campaign that really was scheduled to start last
September. Frank Gillnnd. our
(new) Development director, hds
already made a few tentative
underwriting exploratory calls...!
really feel that this is a very
positive source of funds, not just
for our 'crunch period." but
ongoing as well."
The financial perspective will
be reevaluated on May 1. if
enough money has been generated. normal servires will be
resumed. If not. it may be necessary to further cut the budget.
The situation is an ironic one.

Says general manager rettemer
"It is extremely unfortunate that
we have to share the bad news at
the same time we feel we have
reached new heights in community service and awareness. In
only two years of operation we
have nearlv reached the memberto-viewer ratio that public television stations around the country
have found typical. Further, the
latest Nielsen ratings tell us that
103,000 families watch channels
16 and 14 every week-4000 more
than just three months ago and
11 .(XX) more than a year ago.
"Lei me emphasize, however,
that in spite of the current crisis,
channels 16 and 14 plan to
continue serving the people of
our viewing area with the best
public television possible It is
often difficult to con^iiice people
that public television is not free,
and (hat we must have community support to exist. But thousands have already recognized
this fart and respv-nded-generouslv! We just have to reach a
few thousand more."

Letter endorses Stockton

To the editor:
It would appear that your the administration and for an
rcccnt articlc regarding the Art- officer of tne NEC. 1 doubt that
ist and Lecture series contained her professional experience in
misquotes as well as misinforma- booking the fine arts matches the
*ion since the A & L committee six years experience of Ted
lias received numerous compli- Atsalis or my own four years. If
ments regarding the programs the A & L presents a more
from the Provost's office and it extensive program in the coming
was my recommendation that year, it will be because tiie
Stockton be put in charge of the budget has been reinstated to the
program. But first a bit of amount of three years ago and it
will be able to charge for prohistory.
Three years ago. with a budget grams.
1 would also like to take this
of S18.300. A ) i I presented 14
programs including such well- opportunity to thank the many
known groups as the Washington faculty, students, and nonclassiWeek in Review in their first fied personnel who 1 have hao
appearance at a college. Oregon. the pleasure of working with over
Darius Brubeck Ensemble. East- the past four years. It was a
man Quartet. Oberlin Quintet, wonderful experience to work
and Viveca Lindfors. For the past with them and in presenting,
two years, the budget has been despite a limited budget, a fine
restricted to $5,000 annually to series over the years.
Leonard Cargan
be spent strictly on a fine arts
Associate Professor
series. In addition, at my suggestion. A & L would be allowed
to present other programs by
charging for the first time for To the editor.
As the Wright State students
admission. The idea was to accumulate funds in order to pre- are getting into the spring quartsent. some day. a wide variety of er. I constantly overhear people
programs independent of the talking of the Outdoors and how
need for University funds. Dur- they can't wait to get outside.
ing these two years, the fine arts Students talk about playing tenscries consistently filled the con- nis. running, and say that thev
cert auditorium despite limited are anxious to get exercise.
promotion and consistently re- However, it always amazes me to
ceived praise from such critics as no(ice that after they stroll in the
James Porter of the Journal doors of a main rampus building,
Herald: he noted the quality and a f"st reaction for many of them
consistency of the program when is to start poking theu index
he said, "it is impressive to see a fingers at the elevator buttons.
According to the Council on
splendid artist series being developed for Wright State Univer- Physical Fitness. 50 million of us
Americans
aie out of shape and
sity." In addition, the A & I put
on pay concerts involving the get no exercise at all. And this
likes of Les McCann and Pete doesn't exclude young people.
Now I realize that walking the
Seeger.
stairs once or twice a day won't
Despite huge iosses (about
$12,000! on pay concerts. I felt get us ;n shape. However, we
must not forget one reason (he
thai Sui n Stockton was doing an
excellent job with the UCB Pro- elevators were installed—to aid
gram: offering greater variety handicapped students in getting
and quality, and so a year ago 1 to their classes. I have actually
recommended that either she be seen -levators so crowded thai
put in charge of the A A L Series students in wheelchairs had lo
or it be eliminated since UCB wail until they emptied out: this
was moving into fine arts and probably made Ihem lale for
speakers and had more money. class.
i don't think it would hurt us !o
Also it would prevent unnecessary duplication. However, the use 'he stairs instead of the eleadministraiion decided to wait vators. After all. the students
for various reasons. Finally, al- who use them now probably
though I highly respect Ms wouldn't say they are that anStockton's abilities and have, as xious to get to class.
John Gevedon
indicate!.', recommended her to

The Wright State Physical Education budding was the site for Shis year s West District Science Day.
{Guardian photo by Robert Pauison|

WSil hosts Jr Academy Science day
n*i
• na cz^illltlh a
BY CARL
SCHMIDd
Guardian Staff Writer

Over 250 young scientists
from the West District of the
Junior Academv of the Ohio
Academy of Sciences participated
in the West District Sciencc Day
held in the Wright Stale gym
Saturday. April 2. 1977, Over 80
of those participating received a
rating of "superior" on their
projects, according to Stephen
Woodward, staff assistant for
news and information.
Mark Sisson. a ninth-grader
from Xenia Junior High School
received Ihe Jane Mayer award
for Ihe best life sciences project,
and Anthor.v J Martino. a tenth
grade,' from C.irroll High School,
received a spccial award for the
besl physical sciences project.
Sisson will present a paper on his
"Bacteria of the Throat" project,
and Martino will present a paper
on his water turbine project lo a
meeting of the Ohio Academy,
according to Dr Carl C Maneri.
Director of Ihe West District and
associate professor of mathematics al Wright State University.
The Admissions office had a
display table when participant
up
and their guests could pick up
nd
free hand-outs about WSU, and
was conducting guided tours

nr
i n l n r o t i o H
Ihe <>«•%%•*•••
campus ffor
interested
persons.
The west District comprises an
eight county area of Champaign,
Clark. Darke. Favettc. Greene.

M
i i m i
M
l M l l U f H T I I T V and Shelby
Miami.
Montgomery
counties. The participating students had all received a superior
rating on their project at the
county level.

Ask us
1 How can the University Justify the expense of installing electric
uxors in the midst of a budget crunch, during which the administration is contemplating raising tuition?

of 1

The money for the installation of the electric doors did not come
from the operational budget for the university. Last year through a
special allocation to Ihe state of Ohio, originating from the federal
government, the University was given a special projects fund to
support such building modifications for hrndicapped students as
Ihe installation of the electric doors. Because this money was
allocated for a special purpose the University must use it for the
designated purpose and cannot use it for the operation of the
University.
2 Is there a fee to change a course section ?
There is a $10 fee for dropping a course, adding a course, or
changing sections of a course. You may make more than one
change at a time for the base fee it $10.
ASK US will appear once each week. Questions for the column
may be submitted to the Dean of Students office in 111 Millett
hall All questions mwt be sinned. Faculty and staff an we come
to submit questions also. Questions are researched and tnswered
by tho Deam of Students'staff.
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. Govt and Doll.

Guys and Dolls, a highly acclaimed and award-winning
musical tha! has enjoyed two
successful Broadway runs,
will open April 6 al l a Comedia Dinner Thealre. located
just off 1-75 on Route 73 in
Springboro.
Guys and Dolls will be
playing cach Tuesday through
Sunday evening for only 8
weeks, from April 6 through
May 29. Also. Lunehcon/Matinees are scheduled for Wednesday, April 20. May 4. May
II. May 18. and May 25. For
information and reservations,
please call 228-9333 in Dayton. 746-4554 in Springboro.
or 721-0203 in Cincinnati.
On-Campus Job Inters lots
Seniors, graduate students
and alumni arc eligible to
paiticipatc in the on-campus
interviewing program sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Upcoming interviews include:
Wed. Apr 6-Aetna Life &
Casualty (sales). Southland
Corp (Management); Thurs.
Apr 7. Proctor Ac Gamble
(sales manangement).
Tues. Apr I2-Sidncy City
Schools (tcachers).
Wed. Apr 13-CENTURY 21
Hickory Knoll Real Estate
(sales rep): Thurs. Apr 14South Euclid Linhurst Schools
(teachers).
Mayficd
City
Schools (teachers).
Friday. April 15-State Life
Insurance Co (agent).
To register call C'arrer Planning and Plai-cmcnt (8732556) or stop in 134 Oilman
hall.
Career Options for Kducators
Career Planning and Placement is offering a FREE
workshop for seniors, certification candidates and alumni
in educations who are not experienced tcachers. The workshop will help participants
choose an education-related
career and w ill teach effective
job-finding techniques. The
workshop will be offered
Thursday. April 28 from 12:30
Jo 4 pm. To sign up. contact
Career Planning and Placement. (873-25Sfi), 134 Oelman
hall
History Majors
There w ill be a FREE workshop for all history majors and
social studies education majors to discuss career options.
Copies include : what you can
'to with a major in history:
major difficulties faced by job
hunters and how to avoid
them: how to use student time
effectively to prepare for a
career
The meeting will take place
Monday. April 18. ! pm-3pm,
in 175 Milieu.
l iberal Arts Lectures
The Wright State Libera
Arts Lecture -erics will present a lecture by Dr Shaheen
F Dill of Mt Holyoke College
on "Big Powers: Small Nations" on Tuesday. April 5 at
12:45 pm in 339 Millett.
"Virginity ar.d the Genesis
of Classical Drama: Lcssing.
Goethe and Schiller" will be
the subject of Dr Clark Muener of Harvard University at 1
pm Thursday. April 7 in 173
Millett.
The lecture series is free
and open to she public.

Self Defense for V omen
A orientation rr -eting for
the Miniversitv's course. Self
Defense for Women, will be
held at 11:30 an., April 6.
in thfc wrestling room of the
PE building.
This meeting is for any
woman thinking of tailing the
class who would like to know
more information.
Classes begin April 11 for 3
weeks, meeting twice a week.
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 11:30-1:00. For further
information contact Jeff. 2700.
Open House
The Hollow Tree will be
holding an Open House this
Friday. April 11 from II am to
4 pm. There will be specials
and discounts on many itcfiis.
Free refreshments, and a $15
certificate will be given away.
So come to the Hollow Tree,
located in '.he Lower level of
the University Center, across
from the pinball room.
Phi Eta Tau
Phi Eta Tau Honor Society
will have its next meeting on
April 14. There has been a
slight change in the time and
meeting place from previous
quarters. We will now meet at
6:30 in room 05b Millett. Upcoming events arc: Tcjistmasters meeting. April lb; Iv.-il's
game, April 29; May Daze.
May 13: and a canoe trip «.n
May 21. Anyone with a grade
point average of 3.4 or better
is invited to join.
Accounting Club
Accounting club will hold
its spring business meeting
April t> at 2:15 in room 34b
Allvn. Nominations will be
taken for 77 ~H club officers.
The April 2'l Red's game and
plans for the annual picnic
June 10 will also be discussed.
Asthma Discussion (.roup
Discussion '77. a program
for parents of asthmatic child
ren sponsored by the Miami
Valley Lung Association, will
meet Tuesday. April 5 at 7:30
pm in the second floor conference room of Children's
Medical Center. Chapel Street
Dayton.
The program will focus en
food allergies and environmental control of the home for
the asthmatic. For more information on this free program. or to make reservations. call the Lung Association at 222-8391.
Financial Aid Meetings
The Office of Financial Aid
has scheduled several campus
meetings for all students who
arc interested in applying lor
financial assistance for the
1977-78 academic year. The
following topics will be discussed at each session: 19771978 Financial Aid Application- Procedure Forms and
Deadlines; SuiW^er College
Work-Study Employment; Financial Aid for Summer Session.
Meetings will be held April
b at ncan, 1 ,'5 Millett. April 7
ai 1 pm. 043 University Center. and April 8 at 2 pm. 112
Oelman.
Faster Egg Hunt
An Easter egg hunt will be
hcM on Easter Sunday (April
iP; at 1 pm on Achilles hill.
The hunt will be open to the
Wright State Community and
to all chi'dren.

VEO Raffle
The winners of the VEO
Book Store certificate raffle
were Carl Sprty and Josee
Baker. Carl won the $30
certificate and Josee won the
$25 second place prize. The
VEO would like to thank the
Book Store for their $10 donatio!! io the raffle.
Spring Rush
Kappa Delta Chi sorority
announces its Spring rush.
April 4-8. Monday A Tuesday
in Allvn hall. Wednesday thru
Friday in the University Center. The week will end with an
Informal Party at 6 pm Friday
in the University Center. Sign
up and get in form?'Ion at our
table. Kappa Delta Chi is the
sorority of honest friendship.

Basic River Canoeing
A program on Basic River
Canoeing will be sponsored by
the Miami Valley Council of
American Youth Hostels Wednesday. April 13 3t 7:30 pm in
Rm 109 of O'Reilly hall on the
University of Dayton campus.
American Youth Hostels is
a non-profit corporation organized to promote low-cost
outdoor travel, I>e meeting is
open to the public.
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta, the History honor society, will hold
its spring initiation on May 7.
To qualify, one must have a
3.5 average in history with an
overall GPA of 3.0. If you
meet
these
qualifications
please contact Dr Arbagi or
leave a message for Ricardo in
the History office before April
18.
Job Hunting Skills
Before beginning your job
search (or summer job search)
you should know the basics of
resume writing and interviewing. To learn these skills,
attend the FREE workshops
offered b\ Career Planning
and Placement. On April 14,
"Job Hunting & Interviewing" and "Resume & Letter
Writing" will be held from 10
am-12 noon and again from
6pm-8pm. These workshops
will take place in University
Center Dining room B. For
more information contact Career Planning and Placement
(873-2656) 134 Oelmen hall.
Ombudsman resumes
The Ombudsman Advisory
Committee is now accepting
resumes from those wishing
to be considered for the position of Student Ombudsman
for nest year. Resumes may
be left in the Ombudsman
Advisory Committee mailbox
in '.he Dean of Students office.
The deadline for submission
of resumes is April 22nd.
Pool Hours
Many thanks to all of the
people who responded to the
ad concerning the Wright
State University Pool hours
for Winter Quarter. Will all of
your help and support we now
have open swimming during
the noon hour, and more time
during the evening hours for
Spring quarter. Thank you for
taking the interest and the
time to do something about it.

Dancing Donkey
Wright State's theatre department presents its annual
Children's Theatre offering,
Erik Vos' The Dancing Donkey. Fifteen touring performances are scheduled at 10
different elementary schools
throughout the Miami Valley
and four performances will be
presented in the Celebration
Theatre on Wright State's
main campus.
On April 8 and 9. Friday
and Saturday. The Dancing
Donkey will be presented in
WSU Creative Arts Center
Celebration Theatre. Performance times are 1:30 pm and,
3:30 pm cach day. While
there are no advanced ticket
sales, tickets can be purchased the day of the performance
at the box office.
Prices arc $1.50 for adults
and $.75 for children.
Fashion Show
" ( i'iimuiiiiv Hospital Pre
sents" will he sponsoring a
fasht.ui show lor Ihc benefit "I
Col ' < iter Community tlospi
tal. S.i iirdav May 14, 8 pin .11
the WSU Western Ohio
Branch Campus.
Mr Jerrv Goldstein owner
ot Dale Fashions. Dayton, will
coordinate and present the
showing ot new designer lasli
ions. Several outfits will be
given awav lo those in alleluia nee.
I here will be champagne
cocktails owl liors d'ocuvns
preceding the show ami a
supper bullet follow ing. Do
nations are V?5 a couple or
Sl !\M! :l single.
Career Planning Workshops
Do you know exactly what
you want to do with your life?
If not, you should attend one
of the FREE "Career Planning Workshops." Each workshop consists of three sequential sessions.
For Freshmen & Sophomores. the sequence will be
held on Wednesdays. April 6.
13 & 20 from 10 am to 12
noon.
For Juniors & Seniors, the
sequence will be on Thursdays. April 7. 14 & 21 from 1
pm-3 pm.
To sign up. contact Career
Planning & Placement (8732556). 134 Oelman hall.
Inter-Club Council
later-Club council is now
accepting bids for May Daze
clean-up on May 13. 1977. All
interested organizations must
leave bids in either the ICC
mailbox in the dean of students office or in Tim Napiers'
mailbox in the ICC office.
Inter-Club council reserves
the right not lo accept bids if
the amount is considered excessive. The organization that
receives the job must sign a
contract. All bids must be in
by April 22.
48 (light Street Gallery
During "lie month of April,
the Dayton Society of Painters
and Sculptors wil! feature
three local artists at the 48
High Street Gallery. Margaret
Ebersbach. Ina and Lew Williams will exhibit oils, watercolors. pastels, drawings and
prints. The gallery is ojxn to
the public, free of i nargc. on
Saturdays and Sundays, 1 to 5
pm. Harking is available across the street from the art
gallery.

NUM

The winners for contributions to the winter quarter
Nexus '77 have been announced. For poetry: charles
Dymond, first prize; Kathleen
Charnc/ck. second; and Marty
Kenlon. third. For fiction:
Betty Crumrine. first; Marilyn
Luttenberg'-- second. Art:
Jimmy Greene, nrst. Dennis
Porter, second: Robci; Marcum. third.
Nexus issues are now available in the bookstore and in
the Nexus office.
The deadline for Spring '77
is May I. Submissions ran be
dropped off i.t Nexus office.
006 University Center or mailed to: Nexus, 006 University
Center. Wright State. Davton,
Ohio. 45431.
Kung-Fu-Tal C hi Club
The Kung-Fu-Tai Chi C'.ub
will hold its first mee'.ing of
spring quarter Thursday.
April 7, at 5 pm. in 041 -043 of
the University Center. Dr
Fred Wu will lecture on
Kung-Fu. Tai Chi Chaun and
Eastern Philosophy. Admission is free and all ave welcome.
Swim Classes
Swimming classes for children ages 5 thru 13 arc being
offered by the College of
Continuing and Community
Education at Wright State's
pool in the Physical Education
building. Classes are held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6-8:30 and run for ten
weeks. Registration can be
made by contacting the Phvs
Ed dept 873-2771 and asking
for Lee Dexter. Classes start
on March 24m but children
will be acceptcd thru April 5.
Credit Union Officers
The Wriglu-Patt Credit Union has announced the election of officers for the coming
year: John J Krcitzcr. president;. Peter L Pointer, vice
president: D'.vighl H Kemp,
treasurer: and Paul L Hendricks. secretary. Elected to
three-year terms on the Board
of Directors at the recent
Annual Membership meeting
were: Frieda L Legicnza. Peter 1. Pointer. Brian A Maris,
and Paul L Hendricks. Elected
to a two-year term was Gregory A Phillips.
Student Sculpture on Display
Wright State sculpture students will be presenting their
works this week in the Experimental Gallery and other
areas on campus. Some materials used in the show include metal, glass, sand,
slate, plastics, and sound. The
show is free to the public
10:00 to 4:00 weekdays and
Saturday. 5:00 to 7.00 Wed
nesdav and Thursday night,
April ll-lb.
Career Planning for
Freshmen and Sophomores
A Career Planning Wortshop (1st of 3 sessions) will be
held Wednesday. April 6 fiom
10 am—12 noon for freshman
and sophomores who want to
begin defining their career/
life goals. Other sessions will
be April 13 and 20. To sign
up. emitset Career Planning
and Placement (873-2556) 134
Oelman.
Nursing Newsletter
School of Nursing students
can pick up a copy of the
current Nursing newsletter in
the School of Nursing office.
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Fore-isics Club to compete
BY THOMAS BEYERLEIN
Guardian Editor
Kathy Bender, director of individual forensic) events, says the
Wright State Forensics club has " a very real shot at placing in the
top ten teams in the nation" following its runaway victories at
Moorehead University in Moorehead, Kentucky, and at Ball State
University in Muncie. Indiana.
Bender said 19 WSU students qualified for national competition
in 46 events.
$1.000 is still needed in order to pay for the group's si* day trip
to the nation's capitol in mid-April. Bender said the club has
collected a total of $1,350 thus far. $900 of which was allocated to
them by the Student Activities Budget board. The remaining $450
was income generated by the Monte Carlo night, a benefit
sponsored jointly by the Forensics club and the Inter-Club coui.-il.
In MiU-' to offset some of the cost, the 19 student participants
have igreeS iC oay for the expense of one night's lodgings and 50
pcrcent of the cos. of their meals while on the trip. Bender said.
The club will need to pay $930 for lodging. $92 in entry fees, and
$270 to hire judges for the events, in addition to the cost ol renting
University vehicles and paying for fuel and food.
Bender explained that, befoie advancing to national competition. a team must compete at the district level. A team may go to
districts by invitation only.
Each speaker who places in the final round of competition is
awarded sweepstakes point for their team. Sweepstakes points are
given in decreasing order with the first place winner in each event
receiving six points and the sixth place winner getting one point.
The team awarded the most sweepstakes points is considered
the winner of the tournament.
The WSU team w as tops in sweepstakes points in two separate
tournaments on the weekend of March 25 and 26.
At the Moorehead varsity tournament. WSU racked up 235
swrcpstakc-i points. The nearest competitor was Ball State's team
with 134. The members of the varsity squad have been competing
for OP.C year or more.
WSU picked up 78 points at the Ball State Novice tournament,
its nearest competitor being Obcrlein College with 36 points.
Speakers with one year of experience or less ere considered
novices.
In both tournaments, WSU had clinched top sweepstakes honors
before going into the final round. Bender said.
In 11 individual events tournaments this year, the WSU team
finished first four times and third three times.
National competition will be held at George Mason University in
Fairfax, Virginia, near Washington. DC. April 21-25.

'college connection'
(CPS)-You say your dealer is
raising the prices? You say ther
is a drought, not just one of
water, but of dope? Well, bunky.
a research institute in North
Carolina may be sble to help if
you are a qualified researcher.
The federal government is
making marijuana cigarettes under tight security at the Research
Triangle Institute (RTI). The
joints a.-e produced in RTI and
shipped tc legitimate and licensed researchers around the country. The dope is stored in a vault
under tight security and there is
about 1.000 pounds of marijuana
there although normally the amount is expected be less.
A machine in RTI can make
from 100 to 200 cigarettes a day
when it is running at full speed.
Researchers can lequest marijuana for research from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse
in Washington which receives
and approves the requests.
(CPS--LNS)-There is good reason to blame industrial pollution
for increased lung cancer deaths

in northeast Ohio, according to
recent figures from the Cancer
Center. Inc.
In 1975. the Environmental
Protection Agency said that
Cleveland had the filthiest air of
any major city in the midwest.
Also in that year, it was revealed
that lung cancer deaths in that
region of r-ortheast Ohio had
doubled between 1954 and 1974.
It's no wonder the Cleveland
Plain Dealer was able to report,
in early 1977, that local industry
was not complying with the
Federal Clean Air Art. Typical of
industry's attitude toward pollution there is Republic Steel Corporation. which constructed a
large plant in 1976 without bothering to obtain city and state
building permits which would
have required the installation of
pollution control devices.
Although Republic claims it
couldn't afford the anti-pollution
equipment, spokesmen for the
company admitted last December
to paying more 'han $230,000 in
bribes.

(CPS)--The
controversial
supersonic B 1 bomber has become a major bargaining tool in
strategic arms limitations talks
with Russia. President Carter
made apparent recently.
Carter, speaking at his second
press conference, said that a
"demonstrated commitment...toward disarmament" by the Soviet Union would make continued
production of the expensive
planes less likely.
In recent budget decisions.
Carter had an opportunity to cut
(he proposed 244 plane-$24 billion B-l construction program
altogether. His decision, however, was to make available
enough funds to build five of the
planes for research and development purposes, delaying a final
verdict on the program Uiitil June
In a June 1976 campaign
speech. Carter was quottd as
saying. "The B-l is an example
of a proposed system which
should not be funded and would
be wasteful of taxpayer's dollars "

WWSU RADIO 88.5 FM
Special programming

Weekday* at 7 pm:
Wedneadav:

Mondav:

The Fourth Tower of
Inverness
T ucaday:

Land of a Thousand

•

Thursday:

J

Lone Ranger

The National Uirnpoon Radio J
Hour
•

•

Friday: The Shadow

She

is a lady's girl *

Go
fora
[Master's

Si# s/» • kitiiHN »»hat >ou like Then* an- lot*
«»l ureal
• N gla*»\-ciu !«»sc<l lounge fur
«|iiM-i
nviiINin a huge ne* (lame floor.
<»«val innM«- \ml lols more

Tuesday is Appreciation Nite
Free Admission
and Reducea Drinks
for both
Gals and
•kBut guys also know She is great fun

I

:
Only a master ale maker can brew MeSorley's Cream Ale.
•It takes knowledge that doesn't come overnight to develop
;a hardy brew. Boid and invigorating. Robust. Full-bodied. Yet
Ismooth every sip of the w ay.
;
Only a master can brew the aroma — and theflavorthat
Tsu-'S ' l s McSoriey s-

MeSorley's.
The Ale Master^ Ale
McSd ley's LIId.. Ofange N J & New B«floia. Mass
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Raiders place eighth in NCAA national poll
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Witter
Wright
Slate
University's
baseball team, ranked eighth in
the nation among NCAA Division
II teams in pre season polls, took
on some tough competition last
week in the Citrus Tournament at
Pan American University in
Edinburg. Texas. and found that
the toughest eompetition came
from an unexpected source.
The Raiders had little trouble
with their NCAA Division I op-

a 4-1 victory over Indiana in the
opening game, giving up 8 hits
but bearing down when he had
to. In the Raiders second game,
against Southeast Oklahoma, the
eventual tournament champions,
they found out that Division I
teams may have better reputations but they don't always have
better teams. SEOU shutout t!*
Raiders 5-0. one of the four
shutouts they posted on their
way tc. the championship. The
Raiders came back to defeat Pea
American 5-4 behind some clutch

relief pitching by Dave New man,
who took over for starter Gary
Gabringer and stopped a potential game tieing rally in the
seventh inning.
WSU was still in contention for
the tournament championship at
this point but a 5-1 loss to Pan
American and two one run defeats at the hands of Lubbock
Christian University left the
Haiders with a 3-5 record at the
end of the tournament.
An all-tournament team has
Rot yet been announced but

Wrigh' State was third with a with a hole-in->jne on the 117
793 tote! followed by Indiana yard lucky thirteenth hole during
University. Fort Wayne with 811: Saturday's play.
Northern Kentucky University
Tim O'Neal tied Penrod for
with 829; Xavier with 826: and seventh on the individual list
the University of Dayton did not with a 77-78-155 to go with
finish the tournament.
Penrod's 70-76-155.
Jim Kilduff of the Bearcats
Bcllarmine trailed UC by only
was the medalist, carding 74's ten strokes following the first
both days for a 148 total, but the round of play. 374 for the BearRaiders' Dave Penrod provided cats to 384 for Bcllarmine. but
^ ^ J i ^ ^ ^ h ^ ^ ^ m ^ o u r n a ^ n t ^ skied to a 402 final round on the

windy and wet course to fall out
of contention for the title.
The Raiders were scheduled to
play in the Xavier Invitational
Monday if the weather permits.

ponents. scoring wins over Big
Ten contenders Indiana and
Michigan State University, and
southwest powerhouse Par. American University, while losing
close games to Michigan State
and Pan American. The Raiders
tournament hopes were given *
rude jolt bv NAIA powers Southeast Oklahoma University and
Lubbock Christian University,
who accoi-nted tor three of the
Raiders five defeats in the tournament.
Mark South led the Raiders to

outstanding players for the Raiders were Dave Newman, who
batted .385. Kevin Newnam.
.381, Kent Struck, .333: Barry
Rowland. .304: and Mark Lucas.
.281. Ken Fvffe had the honor of
being the first person to hit a
homerun over the center field
fence, which stands 410 feet from
home plate of the Pan American
baseball field.

Women's
tennis team
Bearcats outstroke WSU in WSU invitational tourney is ready
to serve
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

The University of Cincinnati
Bearcats walked awav with an
easy win in the Wright State
University Invitational Golf Tournament at Holly Hills in Waynesvillc last Friday and Saturday,
with a two day total of 758. 28
strokes ahead of mnnerup Bellarmine's 786.

Sports Short

The Raiders men's tennis team
dropped their match against the
University of Dayton Friday by a
9-0 score. Their record now
wanih^^Horthgiffln.

university
food
services
For Week of April 4
Kathskcllar
Tuesday (II -4)
One Small Two Ingredient Piiia
Include* $.50 Beverage
$2.00

University Center
Wednesday (11-1:30 & 4:30-6)
Tuna & Noodle Casserole
Broccoli Cuts
SI.20

Crock Pot
Thursday (11-Closing)
Free Tossed Salad
W /Purchase of $ I or more
Price of Salad not Included
In Purchase)

Ally n llall
Friday (All Day!

Bagels/Creait. Cheese
$.25

BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer
Wright State's women's tennis
will get their season underway
April 7 when they encounter
Wittenberg University at Witicn
berg.
Coach Peggy Wynkoop expects
Wittenberg to be one of the
strongct tennis school they play
this year, pointing out that WSU
has never in the past defeated
Wittenberg.
The women's tennis nam.
which finished last year 8-6, hits
again scheduled fourteen matches this season, nine of which
will be played at home.
Wynkoop feels the level of
competition on this season schedule is "about the same as last
year, maybe strengthened a
small tad."
"We will be plaving some
good tennis *chools—Miami University, Ohio Wcsicyan. Wittenberg and Bowling Green. These
will be the strongest on our schedule." said Wynkoop.
She added she thinks they
have a chance of "beating
schools we've never before defeated like Wittenberg and Capital."
Despite losing their number
one player to graduation last
year. Wynkoop cxpccts the team
to be a little bit stronger due to
"returning experience " Five out
of the eigiit playing this year are
returning from last year.
This year's roster includes incoming players sophomore Cindy
Hitchcock.
junior
Toni
Sturbc/ewski. and senior Karen
Lewis, and returning players
sophomores Tcna Hall, juniors
Debra Baker. Cnristv Kirkc:. and
Marilyn Witt, and senior Mary
Brune.
Witt will be playing the number one position with positions
two through six naS yet determined. said Wynkoop. She added
that whereas many teams are
strong in the firs! few positions
and weak in positions five and
sis. she thinks they will be quite
strong in all six positions.
Upcoming matches in April
includc (with home games in
capitals): April 7-Wittenberg, April 9-OHIO (1 pm). April
12-Miami. April 14 BOWLING
GREEN !3 pm). April I6-TOLEDO (1 pm!. April 19-OHIO
WESLEYAN (3 pm). April 21Bluffton. April 26-CENTRAL
STATE (3 pm). April 28-Capnai,
and April 30 0T1ERBEIN.
Scheduled matches for Mav
will be: May 3-OHIGDOMINICAN (3 pm). May 5-WIT1 ENBERG (4 pm). May 7-Ohio Northern. May 10-CEDARVILLE.
and May 12-14-OWCTT in Dela
ware.

Urowyour own
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v jar den plots for rent
Members o f the Wright State community may now reserve a 50
feet by 50 feet garden plot for the season at i cost of $10.
Robert. Brown. director o f campus maintenance, said. " W e are
making a l i s t " from which the gardens will be alloted on a ftvst
come-first served basts.
Brown said the ground was too wet at the garden site near
Achilles' hill (as everywhere) to plow now " W e ' l l plow them and
mark them off...as soon as we can get in t h e m . " he said.
After the gardens have been prepared. " T h e y can come down
here and pick out which one they w a n t . " Brown said.
Organic enthusiasts will want to note that the plots w i l l have
been " l i g h t l y f e r t i l i z e d " according to Brown, who said, " w e use
what we put on the l a w n " t o fertilize the garden plots.
Interested parties should phone extension 2590. for reservations
or visit the L o v r y house.

Professor moves to drop
Freshman English
requirements
BY CHERVI. CONATSER
Guardian Staff Writer
Although theme paper carryinn the Wright State University
name and insignia is required for
most freshman English courses.
Bookstore Manager Francis Gocugel says the bookstore receives
less profit for the special paper
man they do from ordinary typing paper.
Goeggel said rumors that the
special WSU paper is being
required in order to boost bookMen- profits are false. " W e ' d he
making more money on plain typing p a p e r . " he said.
I h e special theme paper sells
lor W and 45 cents per pad. each
pad containing about 20 sheets of
paper. I h e pad is marketed by
Baker Paper.
I he bookstore's share of pro
fits Irom the pads is 20 percent,
tiocggvl said He noted that the
bookstore would pull in more
profits from pads o f regular
typing paper, which sells for
between 95 cents and $1.45. or
from standard notebook paper,
which carries a price tag of between 15 cents and $2.65.
I)r Lawrence Hussman. associate professor o f English, oppose!, the requirement that the
special paper be used.
Hussman said requirements
making it necessary for freshman
students to purchase a certain
type of nape; were dropped by
the (ingUsh department sometime before 1973.
Hie freshman handbook no
longer speifs out any type of
paper requirements, other than
requiring blue books for exams
and finals.
H u s . m a n added that he will be
urging other English professors

to drop the requirements already
in effect at the next meeting of
the Freshman English committee.

M'JST F'WT BECOME FOLLOWERS.
BCCOMC A U A D E R 5 v

;

FO'j
j e s u s CMRIS*
AS * . ..EST, SISTER OR BROTHcR
CONTACT: VOCATION Office
S*40 MOBLLCK AVC • ROOM «77
CINCINNATI, OHIO 4S2IZ -til-em
TV FpOOUTHQ*.
BUSINESS OWORTUNlW

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 Te:
Envelopes Dept. 33SA
310 Franklin Street
lest—.Mass. 021.10

Raiders bat 4-3 over UofD
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

Wright
State
University's
Raiders baseball team almost let
a win slip away Friday against
the University of Dayton in the
Raiders first home game of the
season. They managed to hold a
seventh inning Flyer rally to one
game tieing run. then Ken Fyffe
blysted his second homerun of
the season, this one with two
outs in ihe bottom of the ninth
inning to give the Raiders a 4-3
win and raise their record to 5-6
for t h e year.
UD's Brian Baldw in was breering along with a 2-0 lead provided in the t h i r d inning by a Chuck
Hovas double followed by singles
by Mike Bosway end Chris Henlein. when the Raiders scored
three times in the f i f t h inning to
take the lead.
Dave Newnam ended Bald
w i n ' s perfect game by leading off
the Raiders f i f t h with a hit. then

ended the shutout when he ' hits, but the Raiders seemed t o
scored on a single by Fyffe.
make every hit result in a run,
Terry M o h r ' s single later in ihe
something the Flyers couldn't do
inning accounted for the rest of
against South.
the scoring.
Fvffe's home r u n and two runs
UD came back in the seventh
batted in gave h i m 2 HR's, 10
to tie the game up at 3-3 on three
RBI's. and 9 runs scored for the
straight singles but once again
season to give h i m the team lead
Raider pitcher Mark South threw
in all three departments for the
his way out of trouble to send the
Raiders. Kevin Newnam has the
game into extra innings and set
highest batting average at .400
the stage for Fvffe's dramatic
and cousin Dave Newnam is one
game winning home run.
ahead of Kevin in hits with 1J.
South gave up nine hits but
The Raiders play a double
didn't walk a man and struck out
header today at Athens against
six for his second win of the
Ohio Universitv after having yesseason against one loss. *
terday's game against Central
Baldwin pitched a good game
State rainr.d out.
for the Flyers, striking r u t 11
Raiders a i d giving up only 5

IT'S

How DlD
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CONTACTS

There's nothing fishy about Ihe >tudent discount at the Optical
Fashion Centers In I'mlrlmm and Y r n l * .
You gel a full 15 percent discount on frames, lenses
contacts, both Sard and soft.

[PILOT]

A l l contacts purchased at Optical Fashion Center carry a six month
protection against damage or breaking. Optical Fashion Center will
repair or replace damaged or broken contacts at no cost for s i t
months from the date of purchase.
Create a whole new you with contact lenses from Optical Fashion

fer
,

*

v

Liner

&
THE PHOT BALL UNER: A MAGNIFICENT
STEP BACKWARD IN WRITING 89

Center.
S.MI W Main
Xenia
376-9466

278 E l)a» ton- Yellow Springs Rd
Fairbom
878-5802

Optical
JaAhian

i

Qfud&h

Starts Today

CHILDREN'S
BOOKS
SALE
OVER 50% OFF
Some Library Editions

WSU BOOKSTORE

f
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BY CATtO l ALKINS
Gnardlan Stall Writer
The controversy surrounding
the movie Deep Throat at Wright
State University has prompfed
the suggestion that a film review
committee be formed.
The pl.in.iffs involved in the
suit brought against the univer-

^ A.

sity for banning Peep Throu!
prompted the suggestion. They
are ready to propose the forma
.ion of a fdm review committee to
WSU s administration. The ad
ministration is willing ,0 nego.ia.e bu. no defini.e plans for a
meeting have been set.

,
.
TIK purpose of such a committee would be to review com
plaints from the University commum.y as to whether a specific
film is or is not obscene
ought .0 be banned^ The plaintiff, have proposed tha. .he ..lies
«of films to be shown be published

. ,1,,. r....,,,!,.,,, and ihr Univer
members. si» students, one faculty person, one classified staff
w j«hine to
• |,aUenue ihc showina of anv film person and one un classified staff
*
complaint with person would be appointed to the
committee. The proposal calls fo,
,j
f | ) n l the decision of the committee to
f |h
^ J T
Ombudsfln.,. a(,„rdlnR
rev e » —
e fo a hearing ^
Mafk
of .he rompUint. A lo.al

Ever notice
how it's easier
, to ace
the courses
yon like?
It finally amnios down to commitment.
When you don't like a course, it's hard to excel. The class gets
tedious. The texts get boring. The lectures get dreadful. Your work
suffers. And so do your grades.
Compare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
naturally do better.
Its true in school. It s true outside of schcx)!.
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew
Busch Ixvr. The natural way. With natural ingredients.
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing.
We believe that's the best way to brew a beer.
And when you believe in what youre
doing, you just natunilly do it better.
Taste a Busch and we think you 11 agree.
^USCH-V

BUSCH

When you believe in what YOU Ye doing
you just naturally do it better.

L_
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Performing arts blossom in April at Antioch
n v DORVDT
M.Ik, i M
BY
ROBERT MARCUM
Guardian Feature Writer

Two plays and a dance company highlight the performing
arts offerings at Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, during the
month of April
On April 8 and <» the Orrabanda Company will present the
original play, Glass, at Kelly Hall
in the Main Building. 8:30 pm.
The Company is known for their
annual River Raft Revue, and for
last summer's performance of
The Doctor in Spile of Himself.
They return .'his month to present a "musical-theatrical fantasy concerning the far-reaching
impact of science on everyday
life." (thank you press release).
Tickets are 52.50. and will be
sold at the door only.

Oil
TtiiirvHiv April
Anril 14.
14 the
Ihr
On Thursday.
Ohio State University Dance
Company will be performing a
varied program, including pieces
choreographed by Company director Vera Blaine and other OSU
faculty and students. Tickets are
$1.50 for this event, to be held in
the South Gym at 8:30 pm.
Harold Pinter's domestic remedy/drama. 'The Homecoming," is scheduled for a twoweekend run this month. Playing
Fridays thru Sundays. April 1517 and 22-24 at the Antioch Area
Theatre, it has been called "continuously
enthralling."
and
"monstrously effective theatre."
First produced in London by the
Royal Shakespeare Company, the
play won the Critic's Award for
Best Play of 1967.
It is Ihe storv of Max. an old

man who lives in an old house
with his brother Sam. a chauffeur, and two of Max's three
sons. Lenny and Joey, a p'.mp
and a bo*er respectively. The
third son. Teddy, returns from
America with his wife and sets
off the chain of events in the

play.
Play.
David Jaffa Joshua Billings.
Mark Gamin, Denise Ethier.
Downing Clcss, and Frank Lenzall Area Theatre veterans-make
up the cast of "The Homecorsing." Tickets are $2.50 general
admission; $1.50 for students
and senior citiiens. Curtain time
is at 8:30 pm for all performances, and there will be no late
seating.
On Friday and Saturday, April
15 and 16. James Broughton will
be appearing. Known as the
"grand classic master of Independent Cinema."
he will do
two AMPAC SHOWS, along with
discussing them and reading
j p m his book. Seeing ihe Light
APoetics of Cinema. These will
be at f:00 pm each night, in
Kelly Hall in the Main Building.

Kazan holds up well

Finishing out the
month and
I
sliding into Mav will be an exhibit of photographers from Ohio
University, April 22-May 3. Comprised of works by OU faculty,
students, and senior artmajors,
the exhibit will be on display in
Read Gallery. 9 am 4 pm daily;
closed weekends. Free.
Information on any of the
above events may be obtained by
• ailing 767 733i ext 285; for
theatre information and reservations call 864 1461 (toll free from
most of the Miami Valley.)

'Last Tycoon': Fitzgerald's reflection

by Robert De Niro as MUTBW
Starr.
Second in mention, is a menacThe name EHa Kazan is para- ing Vulture. Hollywooden busimont in the history of film. Such nessman: Robert Mitchum is a
men have sometimes overstayed subtle peak.
The film's colorful texture is
their visit. In Kazan's case, there
has been a ten year spiead bet- it's many small character parts
that layer Hollywood society as a
ween his last film and his new
est. The Last Tycoon. Some- hospital for the terminally eccenwhere. someone said, a director tric. Donald Pleasence. Jack Niis only as good as his most recent cholson. Jeanne Moreau, and
film. Kazan has survived. If Tony Cjrtis give substance to the
Tycoon is any test of Kazan a» a shadowy images of the Fitzgerald
melencholy. They are a main
film artist.
The Last Tycoon is also a source of the film's humor.
Tycoon's pivotal point, is
writer's statement about the
world of Hollywood film, that Starr's (De Niro's) realizition of
possibly destroyed him. That a love lost; in the idealic femme
writer was F Scott Fitzgerald. image of lngrid Boulting. As the
Tycoon was Fitzgerald's last no- film progresses. Ms Boulting's
vel. and was left incomplete at appearance varies as Starr's love
first grows, then is distorted by
his death.
In adapting Tyctmn to the his loveless obssession. Boulting
screen. Harold Pinter, decided to is a fine image for manipulation
by a master: Kazan.
make the completion in film
The Last Tvcoon is true to the
form, a restatement of what had
come before. On screen the last
few minutes. Pinter's ending, is
a subjective reflection on the part
of the film's main character.
WMMR OF 3
Munroc Starr.
ACA M MY • • A M I
Sometimes, overtly romjntic.
JICWS n r .
openingly melencholy in its finale
and cynically humorous; Tycoon
is a slow literal film, that corners
its audience in the shadows of its
character's obssession.
Ka»an's casting is a d r c n ;
For some it could have hern a
nightmare. But despite t!i-' all
star cast that is displayed on the
F r i * S a l Apr 8 4 9
posters, the film's center is a
7:00/10.05 112 Oelman
ha-jntinglv brilliant performance.
BY RICHARD A VORPE
Guardian feature Writer

BEST PICTURE
Of THE YEAR!

moody cynicism that was F S
Fitzgerald. De Niro is Munroc
Starr. More than anyone in the
film he'has captured the essence.
At one point there is an amazing moment of pure eroticism
between De Niro and boulting; in
Kazan's hands, a fully clothed
first kiss, becomes an awe encompassing sense of passion.

Kazan's genius is the spark that
ignites the film's brilliance. It is
a visual masterpiece. Never has
there been a master of the shadowy dark side of the human existence like Kazan. The Last
Tycoon is another piece in the
puzzle of the tapes.ry that makes
up Kazan's career.

FULL AND PARTTIME
HELP WANTED

Vailretmck
Waituro
Bartender*
Duhwaahera
Hoatetwes
Busboys
Applications ROW being taken
between lOaai • 6pm
No Experience Necessary
Ttie Crepe Escape
50 E. 5th Street
Dayton, Ohio

"Wow! It is so

• • •

wall, you know.
so great tasting
like...ah,areal.
uh...well,
• • •

• • •

it's so very
uh...uhh.
• •

Herb Socrales. Wright Stale AO, replies to the
question, "What does Genesee Cream Ale
really taste like?"

"Presented by
the Victory Theatre''
"My Little Chicadee"

Genesee Cream Ale.

StMTtug Mae W««t and W.C. Flelda
10

No other beer cr ale comes
close to it at all. T'ne nearest
thing to it is, u h . . . h m m m , well
maybe it's...uhhh...

"His Girl Friday"
Starring Mae Weal and Cnry Grant

Start* Wednesday April 6
Admission $2.25t $.50 s f i wttfc student ID
Good through the Silver Serena Series
224-7591
Main - Vlctoiy Theatre

\

It's something different.
/
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For Sale
TH1NKINC OF Flying? Sanderson "Private pilot course",
Jeppcsen "flight Manual" Je,>pensen 2 in 1 plotter. EG-B
flight computer by APR. All
for $25. Reply to mailbox S95
or call 879-5980 or ext 2185 on
campus. 3-31
FOR SALE: 1971 Gran Prix,
silver, air. power brakes, windows and seat, rally-wheels,
radials. if interested get in
touch wit.1) Dave Box H575.
3-31
19V) MARTIN D-20-12 Twelve
String Guitar. Hard Shell
case, light action. Excellent
cond. Must sell. See Mike in
114 BH or H150 or 767-7613
evenings. 3-31
FOR SALE: Portable stereo
record player with two speakers and AM-FM radio. (Needs
a new needle). $25. Call
Melissa Foust at 263-4272.
3-31
FOR SALE: Girl's bicycle in
good shape. $30. Call Melissa
Foust at 263-4272. 3-31
62 CHEVROLET. 58000 miles
Stick shift. Good body, good
transportation. Best offer.
Call 434-4828 or 435-3193 af
ter 6 or weekend. 3-31
"68 AMB \SSORDOR 2dr hard
top. Full power. A/C. Immaculate. Best offer. Call 4344828 or 435-3193 after 6 or
weekend. 3-31
FOR SALE: 67 Olds. PS. PB.
dependable
transportation.
Asking $400. Call 426-0875
after 4 or leave message in
mailbox M545. 3-31
1970 KARMANN Ghia convertible to part out. Tires,
transaxle, seats, windshield,
body parts etc. 378-7942. 3-31
1974 KAWASAKI 250. with
crash bar. book rack & back
rest, excellent condition. $700
878-7942. 3-31
1974 KAWASAKI KZ400.
Wi-.s-ljaiy.raer II fairing with
factory lowers, luggage rack,
ciccjlent condition. Asking
i9©9. On campus call X2980
ask for 7>iane or leave message in mailbox E18. 3-31
LOOKING FOR that eyecatcher Tor your living room wall*
How about a wee bit of old
F.n&and? Brass rubbings of
knights, ladies, etc in different colors-some framed.
Contact D93 or 429-2346. 3-31

FOR SALE: Art supplies, privately owned. Call 434-5295
after 5:00 pm. 3-31
NEED A CAR? Buy mine1975 Camaro LT. Buriit orange. 24000 mi, full power,
air cond. must sell. Call Pam
at 233-2708 after 6 pm. 3-31
1970 DODGE Challenger 383,
AC, PS, good condition, new
shocks, new brakes, call Bill
426-3650 or reply msilbox
M127. 3-31
CB RADIO for sale. 23 channel LaFayette. Comes with
antenna, cogx. and slide
mount. Make offer. Leave replies in A258. 3-31
1970 CAMARO; 307; 3spd.
good condition. 256-5245 alter
3 pm. $1350. 4-5
FOR SALE: Panasonic cassette recorder. 1 year old,
h.trdly ever used. Excellent
condition. Battery and electrically operated. Bright yellow.
$18. Call 898-3105 or box G46.
4-5
197S VW Rabbit, radials. rear
defrost, AM radio, rust
proofed, exc cond. $2750. Call
254-9644 after 5 pm. 4-5
FOR SALE: Bulova Accuquartz Watch. Accurate to
plus or minus one second per
month LED. day, date, seconds. am. pm. $125. Replv
box BI43. 4-5
IS n YOUR DREAM to win
the Big One. Well, the only
way to do it is to buy your own
Foosball table. Now la your
chance to buy the moat beautiful table ever. Must tee to
appreciate. Best offer. Call
293-8478, ask for Tom. 4-5
PENTAX SPOTMAT1C, 50
mm fl.4, lens, 300 mm lens.
2X-tclc-extender—$250. Leica
IIIC. 35 mm Elmar lens. 135
mm Hektor lens. Fitted leather
case. Nooky variable range
finder. Collector's item—
$235. Dr Seiger, 228BH. ext
2106. 4-5
FOR SALE: Rosewood, tournament style Foosball table.
Excellent condition, NEWI 1
will deliver. If interested call
Tom at 293-8478 or put message in P264. 4-5
FOR SALE: 1975 Plymouth
Duster. 6 cyl. auto. PS. good
gas. new tires, sharp looking.
$2800. Call 27S-2687 after 4
during the week and ask for
Brcnda. 4-5
HARLEY DAVIDSON Sprint
1967 250CC. Rebuilt. Call
Gary 434-6124. Best offer. 4-5

35 MM CAMERA for sale.
Single ens reflex. 52 mm
lens. Comes with strap, case,
has automatic timer switch.
$75. Leave replies in A258
3-31

19741 LLMANS, 350 CI, 2bbl,
automatic, power brakes,
power steering, air cond.
cragers. new tires. 35000 mi.
Chocolate brown, brown in.
Very sharp. $3100. 4-5

1976 YAMAHA X5360C. color: orange, brand new. 4
ittiAe. 6 spd, 60 miles, luggage rack, bell star 120 belment (color: orange. 7W).
Grandmother rode it only on
Sunday to church. Call BUI
426-3650 or reply mailbox
MI27. 3-31

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
$100 and up. Furnished in
Yellow Springs. Call 372-2047
Thurs thru Sat if interested in
seeing and renting. 3-31

FOR SALE. 1972 Gran Torino
Sport. Automatic, air condition. brown with white vinyl
tpp. Good condition. Call 277fftt. 3-31

For Rent

FEMALE OR MALE roommates to share two bedrooms
apt. (Bonuie Villa) private
room. $60 a month and utilities. From April 1, Call
873-2983. 3-31

WANTED: Male roommate to
share apt in Davton or Kettering. Call 426-6117 and ask
for Jeff. 4-5
NON-SMOKING person wanted to share furn 2 bdrm apt b
miles from Wright Stat-. Includes w-w carpetting. air
conditioning and a balcony, all
utilities paid. Rent only $90 a
month. Call Ron at 254-9644
after 5 pni. 4-5
FEMALE ROOMATE needed
to share Bonnie Villa apt.
Leave message in Allyn hall
mailbox DU6 or call 294-8137.
3-31
RESPONSIBLE female needed to share a Bonnie Villa
Apartment. Only one-third of
the rent and utilities would be
required. If interested, please
call us a* 429-3766 or drop us
a note in mailbox H573. 3-31
S1UDENT
ROOMMATE
WANTED: 3 bedroom ranch,
share with owner. $65 mth
and one third utilities. 3 mi
WSU, Jon 254-9409. 3-31
FOR RENT: One half of brick
duplex. $150 plus electric.
Appliances Furnished, pets
OK no kids. Prefer mellow
people. Close to WSU. For
more info call 879-4864 after 4
pm. 3-31
ROOMATE WANTED-ASAP
Female, furnished apt-2 miles
from campus, relatively liberal atmosphere. $100 including
all utilities Call 879-2207 or
contact mailuox y721. 4-5
FEMALE seeking place to
stay during week with two or
more other females in Bonnie
Villa or Mapleview apts. Reply mailbox E685. 3-31
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE to
rent room. Near WPAFB and
WSU. Non-smoker, $20/week.
Call 879-4208. 4-5-2

Help Wanted
PART-TIME Driving instructor. Must have 5 years driving
experience. Valid operators
license. AAA Driving School.
224-2861. 3-7-4
TEACHERS WANTED all levels. Foreign and Domestic
teachers. Box 1063 Vancouver. Wa. 98660. 3-31
1890 s celebration 1st week of
May need barbershop quartet.
If you are in r~.<. or know of
one interest!- n doing a perfor.iian— ieave —>ie in mailbox E592. Would be fun.
interesting. 3-31

SHare-a-Rlde
RIDERS NEEDED—Compulsive Texas redneck needs riders to accompany him in a
Bliti run to Houston. Texas
(for sweet young things and
Coors) and back sometime
this quarter. Leave 7 pm a
Thursday, return on Monday.
Cut classes Fri and Mon. Split
gas. Fanetics oniy r.ecd apply.
S289. 4-5
RIDES NEEDED from Xenia
to WSU MWF for an eight
o'clock class, and Tit for a
seven o'clock pm class from
WSU to Xenia at noon M A F,
and 10:00 pm W and fetiO pm
TTi. K M p o m c * * * at
372-9772 or W*. 3-31

Lost & Found
LOST—1 pair
photo gray,
rims. brown
879-4985 or
4:00 pm. 4-5

of eye glasses,
brown plastic
case, reward.
813-2920 after

LOST: Brownish red sunglasses in bookstore lobby. Have
scratch on inside right lens.
Please return. Leave note in
mailbox D16 or call 878-5203.
4-5
FOUND—1 ladies raincoat—
4th floor Millett. Identify.
Contact ext 3110. 4-5
FOUND: Two birth certificates with the names of Christopher Michael Dclong and
Christine Jacquline Delong.
Will the person responsible
please come to 241 Allyn hall
to claim these papers. 3-31

*

FOUND: calculator during Finals week. Call 873-3110 or
stop n my office at W422A
Millett to identify. 3-31

lanemiH
INTERESTED in sport parachuting? Contact Carl at 4268951 or call extension 2505.
4-5
KIDDIES: Come to the Easter
egg hunt on April 10 at 1 pm
on Achilles Hill!!. 4-5

CAR
STEREO
SYSTEMwould like to buy cassette
player or FM-cassette player
(AM optional), with or without
speakers. Replv to box M28.
3-31
YOU BETTER WATCH OUT!
SDP is coming Spring Quarter. and we want YOU!!! 3-3!
SUBSIDIZED summer trips to
Israel. Stay on kibbutz. Swim
in Red Sea. Get University
credits. Israel Programs. 1580
Summitt Road. Cincinnati.
Ohio 45237, (513) 761-7500.
4-5-8
CONGRATULATIONS to the
winners of the VEO bookstore
certificate raffle. Josee Bakrr
won the $25 certificate and
Carl Spray won the $30 certificate. We thank all those who
participated in the raffle. We
are sorry everyone couldn't
win. 3-31

A
AJ: Maintain your independence: but please consider
staying 3-31
I WISH TO THANK all those
who helped me celebrate
my—brithday at the Mouse
That Roared Tuesday. It was
the greatest! Ron. 4-5

THE PHI ETA TAU Honor
Society would be honored by
your presence at our next
meeting. Apr 14 6:30 in 056
Millett. Anyone with a 3.4 or
better is welcome. 4-5

LOCAL
TERRORIST—kidnapp me! Put me in a room
with 3 wild women. Force me
to drink beer till I lose my
mind. Sexually assault me!
Abuse my body. Then sec if 1
care. Fuzzy. 4-5

DO YOU HAVE A 3.4
better gpa? Then we've
the club for you Come to
Phi Eta Tau mectii.g: Apr
6:30 056 Millett. 4-5

or
got
the
14.

WELCOME to Zeta Tau Alpha's new pledges: Jackie
Studer. Tammy Newton. Belinda Zca. Anita Wagner and
Tess Schrocrluke. 3-31

INTERESTED IN joining the
"right" club at Wrong State?
If so. then we have the club
for you! Join Phi Eta Tau
Honor Society: April 14, 6:30
in 056 Miilett. Any student
with a 3.4 or better is welcome. 4-5

TO THE GENTLEMEN of Phi
Kappa Tav: Every second was
a pleasrc!wc'll initiate your
new- pledges in the pleasures
of "partying" with the "sensuous Zctas!" 3-31

HEY GIRLS! We've got connections: Look for the Kappa
Delta Chi rush table April 4 .
and 5, Allyn hall or 6-8 at the
UC. Kappa Delia Chi: The
Sorority of honest friendship!
4-5
THE ST RITA Guitar Group
is presenting the folk musical
opera / Am Alive, based on
the Passion of Christ, on
Friday. April 8. Come to the
Assembly room in the church
basement at 5401 N Main St.
3-31
TERM PAPERS typed. Phone
878-9944. 3-31-2
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
accepted for Summer 1977
and Academic Year 1977-78
for Moscow, Leningrad, London. Paris, Dijon. Nice, Salamanca. Vienna, Florence, Pirguia, Geneva, Copenhagen.
Amsterdam. All subjects for
ail students in good standing.
Accredited university courses.
4. 6. 8-week summer terms or
quarter, semester, full year
terms. Summer from $710.
Year term from S1590. Cootact: Center for Foreign
Study. S/AY Admissions—
Dept M. 216 S State/Box 606.
AnnArbor, Michigan 4(107,
313-662-5575 4-5

WE'LL also show the actives a
f<;w things they missed out on
first time around. PJ you were
great! Readv or not! The
ZTA's. 3-31
JAN'S roommate. Let's get
together just you and me,
alone upstairs in apartment D.
I'll bring you flowers nnd
bring you candy then Jan's
gift will come in handy. Fox
Lover! 3-31
WHY IS the smallest bathroom at WSU next to the
Raths? Another feat of planning brought to us by our
dollars. 3-31
CONGRATULATIONS to the
newly elected officers of the
Local Greek Council (LGQ—
president: Scott Graham. Theta Delta Phi; corresponding
secretary: Sherry ••Turk"
Klhch, Kappa Delta CM. 3-31
MICHEAL EDWIN Hemmelgam: Alias "the FRITZ" defeated the University of Dayton in a Battle of the Beer
chuggers at the Shed Monday
March 7 in the honor of
Wright State University. 3-31

KT AND RON-Thaakafartwo
great qaartra af fkjntofegyJudy Lojar, CM* m4 Fuzzy,
the three Mr
3-31

